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U

nderstanding the mechanisms by which exotic plant species
invade plant communities is key to limiting their impact on
agricultural production and biological diversity (1). Unfortunately, despite the existence of many possible explanations for
plant invasion, our ability to predict the cause of any particular
invasion remains limited. One relatively well-studied explanation
for invasion is an increase in the availability of plant resources
(2, 3). Increases in resource availability are correlated with
invasions at large scales and often increase invasion in experimental settings (4–7; see also ref. 8). Factors that decrease
resource uptake (e.g., disturbances that remove plant biomass or
reductions in plant diversity) increase resource availability and
tend to increase plant invasion (9, 10). Common traits of invasive
species, such as high fecundity, specific leaf area, photosynthesis,
and growth, also suggest a positive relationship between resource
availability and invasion (11–14; but see ref. 15).
However, despite considerable evidence that increases in
resource availability are related to plant invasion, these explanations are insufficient to explain invasion. In particular, they do
not explain the extraordinary success of some exotic plants.
Resource availability would not be expected to differ consistently among geographic ranges, and both native and exotic
species should be able to take advantage of high resource
availability where it occurs. Nevertheless, exotic species can be
exceptionally successful, relative to either the performance of
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similar species in the same community (16) or their own performance in their native range (17, 18). Such differences are
thought to stem from biotic factors that do differ consistently
between plants’ native and introduced ranges, including herbivores, pathogens, mutualists, and competitors (19, 20).
The most prominent of these biogeographic hypotheses is the
enemy-release hypothesis, which suggests that exotic species
succeed because they escape important enemies upon moving to
a new range (21, 22). Several reviews and meta-analyses have
concluded that there is strong evidence of enemy release from
intraspecific comparisons among ranges (23–25). Moreover, in a
number of studies the degree of enemy release is related to
invasiveness (25–27). Evidence for enemy release from interspecific comparisons among native and exotic congeners, however, has been inconsistent (23–25, 28). Perhaps more importantly, there is uncertainty about the importance of enemies, and
specialist enemies in particular, in structuring plant communities
(29–32).
Broad explanations for invasion, therefore, lead to a paradox.
Resource availability has strong effects on plants but cannot
explain the exceptional success of exotic species. Enemy release,
and other biotic factors that differ predictably among ranges,
could explain the exceptional success of exotic species, but it is
not clear whether their effects on plants are strong enough to
cause the dramatic invasions we often observe.
One possible solution to that paradox would be an interaction
between resource availability and enemy release. Global studies
of plant traits suggest that plants face a fundamental evolutionary trade-off between resource acquisition and resource conservation, one dimension of which is a trade-off between resource
acquisition and defense (33–35). Fast-growing plant species
adapted to high resource availability are thought to have few
constitutive defenses against enemies (36–38), and therefore to
incur relatively large costs when enemies are present, either
because of tissue loss (39) or induced defenses (40). Consequently, these species stand to benefit if introduction to a new
continent leads to the loss of those enemies (the resource-enemy
release hypothesis, or R-ERH) (41, 42). If the same fast-growing
species that benefit from high resource availability also benefit
most from enemy release, then the two mechanisms may act in
concert to cause invasion, which could explain both the strong
effects of resource availability on invasion and the extraordinary
success of some exotic species.
Resource availability has been found to influence enemy
release at the level of individual species. For example, nitrogen
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Why do some exotic plant species become invasive? Two common
hypotheses, increased resource availability and enemy release,
may more effectively explain invasion if they favor the same
species, and therefore act in concert. This would be expected if
plant species adapted to high levels of available resources in their
native range are particularly susceptible to enemies, and therefore
benefit most from a paucity of enemies in their new range. We
tested this possibility by examining how resource adaptations
influence pathogen richness and release among 243 European
plant species naturalized in the United States. Plant species
adapted to higher resource availability hosted more pathogen
species in their native range. Plants from mesic environments
hosted more fungi than plants from xeric environments, and plants
from nitrogen-rich environments hosted more viruses than plants
from nitrogen-poor environments. Furthermore, plants classified
as competitors hosted more than 4 times as many fungi and viruses
as did stress tolerators. Patterns of enemy release mirrored those
of pathogen richness: competitors and species from mesic and
nitrogen-rich environments were released from many pathogen
species, while stress tolerators and species from xeric and nitrogenpoor environments were released from relatively few pathogen
species. These results suggest that enemy release contributes most
to invasion by fast-growing species adapted to resource-rich environments. Consequently, enemy release and increases in resource availability may act synergistically to favor exotic over
native species.

Table 1. Model selection statistics for the models that most effectively predicted pathogen richness and release
Model description (by response variable)*
European fungal richness
CSR-Water-Range
CSR-N-Range
CSR-Light-Water-N-Range
Range
CSR-Light-Range
Fungal release
CSR-Water-Range
CSR-Light-Range
CSR-Range
CSR-N-Range
CSR-Light-Water-N-Range
European viral richness
N-Range
CSR-N-Range
CSR-Light-Range
CSR-Range
Light-Water-N-Range
Viral release
CSR-Range
CSR-N-Range
N-Range
CSR-Water-Range
CSR-Light-Range
CSR-N

K

Log-likelihood

Q-AICc

⌬ Q-AICc

Akaike weight†

12
12
16
10
12

⫺344.7
⫺345.3
⫺335.7
⫺355.0
⫺351.0

269.9
270.3
272.5
272.4
274.4

0
0.3939
2.650
2.870
4.475

0.41
0.34
0.11
0.10
0.044

12
12
10
12
16

⫺308.4
⫺310.2
⫺316.7
⫺312.0
⫺300.8

263.4
264.8
265.4
266.1
266.6

0
1.371
1.999
2.730
3.217

0.41
0.21
0.15
0.10
0.082

6
12
12
10
10

⫺156.0
⫺143.2
⫺145.6
⫺150.4
⫺150.8

162.1
162.8
165.0
165.3
165.6

0
0.7426
2.964
3.224
3.541

0.40
0.28
0.091
0.080
0.069

10
12
6
12
12
10

⫺76.7
⫺73.7
⫺82.8
⫺75.6
⫺75.7
⫺79.1

133.7
133.8
134.0
136.4
136.6
137.1

0
0.1203
0.3718
2.759
2.947
3.432

0.26
0.25
0.22
0.066
0.060
0.047

*Sample sizes (number of plant species) were 243 for European fungal richness, 235 for fungal release, 242 for European viral richness, and 234 for viral release.
†Models are presented in order of decreasing Akaike weights, and only models with at least 10% of the Akaike weight of the best model are presented.

addition to 10 taxonomically paired native and exotic species
increased herbivore damage more on native than exotic species,
and decreased the performance of native relative to exotic
species (43). Similarly, both nitrogen fertilization and burning
led to increased rust-fungus damage on native, but not exotic,
Andropogon species in tall-grass prairie (44). These studies show
that the plastic responses of individual species to high resource
availability can influence enemy release. The R-ERH predicts
that community responses to high resource availability—the
replacement of slow-growing by fast-growing species—will further increase enemy release of exotic species and the susceptibility of native species to enemies (42).
We tested the R-ERH by examining the number of pathogen
species hosted by 243 European plant species, in both their native
European range and their introduced range in the United States
(26), as a function of the plant species’ resource adaptations. We
used 2 independently derived but related measures of resource
adaptation (45). Ellenberg indicator values categorize species by
the resource availability in their primary habitats (46). C-S-R
(competitive-stress tolerant-ruderal) strategy categorizes species
by their adaptations to stress and disturbance, both of which are
related to resource availability (47). We used data on rust, smut,
and powdery mildew fungi (obligate pathogens of above-ground
plant tissues), and on viruses (26). Our objective was to test
whether fast-growing plant species adapted to high resource
availability host more pathogens in Europe and are released
from more pathogens in the United States than are slow-growing
plant species adapted to low resource availability. Specifically,
we predicted that pathogen richness in Europe would (i) increase
with increasing Ellenberg values and (ii) be highest for competitors, intermediate for ruderals, and lowest for stress tolerators,
as has been predicted with respect to herbivory (48, 49). We
further predicted that plant species would lose pathogens in
proportion to the number of pathogens in their native range
(assuming pathogen loss to be a stochastic process) (50), and
7900 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0812607106

therefore that patterns of pathogen release would be similar to
patterns of pathogen richness.
Results
On average, the 243 plant species in the dataset hosted 4.2 (⫾
0.27 SE) fungal species in their native European range, and
experienced a net release from 3.5 (⫾ 0.23) fungal species in
their exotic United States range. Based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the best model for explaining both fungal
richness and fungal release contained C-S-R strategy (henceforth ‘‘CSR’’), the Ellenberg indicator value for habitat water
availability (henceforth ‘‘water’’), and geographic range size
(henceforth ‘‘range’’) (Table 1). Effects of CSR and water on
fungal richness were similar to their effects on fungal release.
Stress-tolerant species both hosted and lost few fungi (Fig. 1 A
and B). Stress-tolerant species are defined as slow-growing
species adapted to ‘‘conditions of limited productivity’’ (47), and
in Europe they tend to be associated with xeric habitats (45). In
contrast, competitive species are defined as fast-growing species
adapted to productive, infrequently disturbed environments
(47), and they hosted and lost far more fungi than any other
group. Ruderal species, defined as fast-growing species adapted
to disturbed, productive environments (47), and species intermediate between competitors and other types, both hosted and
lost an intermediate number of pathogens. Species of xeric
habitats (water indicator values of 2–3) and wetland habitats
(values of 9–10) also hosted and lost few fungi (Fig. 2).
Other resources may also influence fungal richness and release, but were consistently less important than water (see Table
1). The Ellenberg indicator value for habitat nitrogen availability
(henceforth ‘‘nitrogen’’) was present in the second-best model
for fungal richness, which received almost as much support as the
best model (based on the ratios of Akaike weights among
models), and the Ellenberg indicator value for habitat light
availability (henceforth ‘‘light’’) was present in the second-best
Blumenthal et al.
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Fig. 1. Pathogen richness per plant species in Europe and net decrease in
pathogen richness per plant species in the United States (⫹/– 1 SE) as a function
of CSR strategy: competitive (C), ruderal (R), stress tolerant (S), and intermediate. The axes from C/R to S describe increasing adaptation to stress, including
slower growth. The axes from C/S to R represent increasing adaptation to
disturbance (47). Sample sizes (number of species) for C, CR, CS, CSR, R, SR and
S, respectively, were 57, 37, 42, 45, 39, 18, and 5 for fungal richness (A), 54, 34,
41, 45, 39, 17, and 5 for fungal release (B), 57, 37, 41, 45, 39, 18, and 5 for viral
richness (C), and 53, 35, 41, 45, 37, 18, and 5 for viral release (D).

model for fungal release (see Table 1). Based on the sum of their
Akaike weights across the full set of models analyzed, water was
1.3 to 2.6 times more important than nitrogen, and 1.7 to 4.1
times more important than light in explaining fungal richness
and release. The same comparison could not be made between
Ellenberg values and CSR, as they were present in different
numbers of models.
Plants hosted an average of 0.44 (⫾ 0.1 SE) viruses in their
native range and were released from 0.11 (⫾ 0.046) viruses in
their introduced range. The model that best explained viral
richness contained nitrogen and range, while the model that best
explained viral release contained CSR and range (see Table 1).
In both cases, the second-best model contained both nitrogen
and CSR in addition to range (see Table 1). Patterns of viral
release mirrored patterns of richness, as in the analyses of fungi,
despite the fact that plants were released from a much smaller
proportion of viruses than of fungi. Stress-tolerant species and
species with intermediate CSR strategies that included stress
tolerance hosted and were released from few viruses relative to
ruderals and, particularly, competitors (Fig. 1 C and D). Both
viral richness and release increased with increasing habitat
Blumenthal et al.

High water spp.

Fig. 2. Fungal richness per plant species in Europe and net decrease in fungal
richness per plant species in the United States (⫹/– 1 SE) as a function of
Ellenberg indicator value for water, which categorizes species by the water
availability in their primary habitat. Solid lines describe poisson regression
models including only linear and quadratic effects of water. Sample sizes
(number of species) for levels 2 to 10, respectively, were 11, 33, 70, 59, 24, 22,
16, 3, and 5 for richness (A), and 11, 33, 68, 58, 21, 21, 15, 3, 5 for release (B).

nitrogen availability (Fig. 3). The exception to this pattern was
low viral richness and release at the highest level of nitrogen
availability, comprised of 5 plant species (many fewer than other
levels) adapted to heavily fertilized or polluted habitats. There
was little evidence that resources other than nitrogen influenced
viral richness and release. Across the full set of models, nitrogen
was 4 to 6 times more important than water or light in explaining
viral richness and release, and models including water or light
received, at most, 25% as much support as the best models.
Results were similar when we also controlled for variation in
sampling effort (the intensity with which individual species have
been studied). The identity and order of the best models were
largely unchanged [supporting information (SI) Table S1]. The
primary difference was that nitrogen replaced water in the best
model of fungal richness, which also included range and CSR,
and became 2.7 times as important as water across models. In
addition, model-selection uncertainty increased in analyses of
fungal and viral release, with 7 and 11 models, respectively,
attaining 10% of the Akaike weight of the best models.
Discussion
Plant species classified as competitors, adapted to high nitrogen
availability or adapted to moderate-to-high water availability
hosted the most pathogen species in Europe and lost the most
pathogen species upon being introduced to the United States.
These patterns were unexpectedly consistent, given our relatively
coarse measures of plant resource adaptation. They were also
fairly robust: both CSR strategy and Ellenberg values remained
in the best statistical models when potential confounding factors,
geographic range size and sampling effort, were included. ToPNAS 兩 May 12, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 19 兩 7901
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Fig. 3. Viral richness per plant species in Europe and net decrease in viral
richness per plant species in the United States (⫹/– 1 SE) as a function of
Ellenberg indicator value for nitrogen, which categorizes species by the
nitrogen availability in their primary habitat. Solid lines describe poisson
regression models including only linear and quadratic effects of nitrogen.
Sample sizes (number of species) for levels 1 to 9, respectively, were 11, 35, 30,
24, 38, 34, 35, 30, and 5 for richness (A), and 11, 35, 29, 23, 37, 32, 33, 29, and
5 for release (B).

gether, the results suggest that plants face trade-offs between
growth and defense with respect to pathogens. They also suggest
that this trade-off may be important to plant invasion, demonstrating that plant resource adaptations can influence enemy
release (the R-ERH).
To date, the growth-rate hypothesis of plant defense, which
proposes that fast-growing plants from high resource habitats
will be more susceptible to enemies (36), has been studied largely
with respect to herbivores (42, 51). This study demonstrates that
pathogens are also influenced by plant resource adaptations
across a broad range of species. The most striking pattern we
observed was that competitors hosted more than 4 times as many
fungi and more than 7 times as many viruses as stress tolerators
or stress-tolerant ruderals (see Fig. 1). Similarly, the one other
study to examine the relationship between growth rate and
pathogens found that fast-growing populations of radish, Raphanus sativus L., were most susceptible to Fusarium oxysporum
(52). The patterns we observed also match previous predictions
with respect to CSR strategy and herbivores: competitors should
be most consumed, followed by ruderals, which should be less
consumed because they are unapparent (difficult to locate in
space or time), and then stress tolerators, which should be least
consumed because they are well defended (48, 49). Previous tests
of these predictions found that herbivores inhibited competitors
7902 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0812607106

and ruderals more than stress tolerators, but were not designed
to examine lack of apparency (49, 53). Our observation of lower
pathogen richness for ruderals than competitors supports the
idea that apparency, as well as growth rate, influences attack by
enemies.
The relationships between Ellenberg indicator values and
pathogen richness were partially in accord with the growth-rate
hypothesis. The number of fungi hosted increased between low
and high water availability for upland plants (Ellenberg water
indicator values 2–8), but was quite low for wetland plants
(values 9–10) (see Fig. 2). Similarly, plant species adapted to
moderately high-nitrogen environments hosted more viruses
than those adapted to low-nitrogen environments, but plants of
very heavily fertilized sites hosted few pathogens (see Fig. 3).
Nitrogen may influence viruses because most known plant
viruses are transmitted by herbivorous arthropods (54), which
are commonly nitrogen-limited (55).
Resource adaptations also influenced pathogen release, as
predicted by the R-ERH. Because most fungi and many viruses
were lost when plants were introduced to the United States (26),
plants that had more pathogens lost more pathogens. As with
pathogen richness, the most striking patterns were observed with
respect to CSR strategy. Fast-growing competitive plant species
were released from the most fungi and viruses, while slowgrowing stress-tolerant plant species were released from few
fungi and very few viruses (see Fig. 1). With respect to ruderals,
however, our results do not support the R-ERH, which would
have predicted fast-growing ruderals to have high pathogen
release. The fact that ruderals had intermediate pathogen release, together with the suggestion that ruderals should escape
enemies because of a lack of apparency (49, 56), indicates that
plant apparency, as well as resource adaptations, may be important to pathogen release. Fungal and viral release also increased
with increasing Ellenberg values, as predicted by the R-ERH, but
for different resources. As with pathogen richness, release of
plants from fungi depended on plant affinity for water, while
release of plants from viruses depended on plant affinity for
nitrogen. In both cases, release was greater for plants from
habitats with moderate-to-high resource availability than for
plants from habitats with low resource availability.
To gauge the importance of these results to plant invasion, it
is necessary to consider how patterns of pathogen release, as
measured by decreases in pathogen richness, are likely to be
related to patterns of enemy release, including population-level
effects of both herbivores and pathogens. Differences in pathogen richness might overestimate the strength of resource-enemy
release relationships if some pathogens have little effect on their
hosts (57), if herbivores are less sensitive than pathogens to
resource adaptations, or if herbivore release does not correlate
with pathogen release (28). Conversely, if the plant traits hypothesized to increase pathogen richness—fast growth, low
defense investment and high nutrient content—also increase
susceptibility to other enemies, or effects of individual enemies
(49, 58–60), pathogen richness might underestimate the strength
of resource-enemy release relationships. For example, given that
most viruses are transmitted by arthropod herbivores (54), the
relatively high viral richness and release observed among competitors and species adapted to high-nitrogen environments
could reflect relatively strong herbivory and herbivore release
for competitors and species adapted to high-nitrogen environments. Determining how enemy release per se relates to resource
adaptations will require community or biogeographic studies
(23) that include multiple species, control resource strategy, and
directly measure effects of enemies.
The question of whether enemy release contributes meaningfully to invasion remains controversial (23–25, 50). Our results
suggest that the answer may be predicted by the type of exotic
plant and the type of invaded environment. Enemy release may
Blumenthal et al.

Methods
We studied the growth-rate hypothesis of plant defense by analyzing the
individual and combined effects of CSR strategy and Ellenberg indicator
values for light, water, and nitrogen on pathogen richness (the number of
pathogens hosted by a species in its native range). We then studied the R-ERH
by analyzing effects of the same explanatory variables on pathogen release
(the net loss of pathogen species between the native range and introduced
range). Note that the R-ERH predicts that species adapted to high resource
availability will lose more pathogens because they have more pathogens in
their native range, not because they will lose a larger proportion of their
pathogens. Consequently, we use absolute net pathogen loss to test the
R-ERH. Because resources may have direct effects on fungal pathogens and on
virus vectors, in addition to effects mediated by host plants, we conducted
separate analyses for fungi and viruses. In all sets of analyses, we controlled for
host geographic-range size, which is positively related to pathogen species
richness (26, 50). We also conducted tests that included an estimate of sampling effort, to control for differences in the intensity with which individual
species have been studied.

analysis, the unit of replication was a plant species. We used data on pathogen
species richness and release from Mitchell and Power (26). Briefly, pathogen
richness values represent the summed number of rust, smut, and powdery
mildew fungi, or the number of viruses, reported to occur on a plant species
in either Europe and the Mediterranean or the United States. Native geographic-range size is the summed area of European floristic regions in which
a plant species occurs (65). Ellenberg indicator values and CSR strategies were
obtained from the BIOLFLOR database (66). Sampling effort was estimated
separately for Europe and the United States by counting the number of
citations of a species or its synonyms (U.S. Department of Agriculture Plants
Database, http://plants.usda.gov/) for which the first author’s address was in
Europe or the United States, respectively, in the ISI Web of Science Database
(between 1955 and 2002, up to the date when pathogen data were compiled;
http://isiknowledge.com/) (67). The few species (8 species for analyses of both
fungi and viruses) with negative release (i.e., more pathogens in the United
States than in Europe) were omitted from analyses of release, because negative values are intractable in poisson regression. In addition, one outlier, Beta
vulgaris (beet), was omitted from analyses of viruses because the large number of viruses it hosts (more than twice as many as any other species) is likely
to be influenced by cultivation.
Data Analysis. We used an information theoretic approach (68) to design sets
of models and identify the models that best represented the data. Identical
sets of models were analyzed for pathogen richness and release. Each set of
analyses contained 19 models: a global model including light, water, nitrogen,
CSR, and range, and 18 subsets of that global model. Because we were
primarily interested in the effects of individual Ellenberg variables and CSR,
we included models for 5 combinations of the Ellenberg variables: none, light,
water, N, and light*water*N, with and without CSR (yielding 9 models). As we
had no a priori expectation that the effects of Ellenberg variables and range
would be linear, we included both linear and quadratic terms for these
variables. To control for effects of range, we also included each of these
models with range added (9 additional models), and range by itself. We then
controlled for sampling effort by including it in all of the above models (an
additional 4 sets of 19 models).
Because the data were counts, we analyzed each model using poisson
regression, using a log-link function. We used x2 goodness-of-fit tests to check
for over-dispersion in the global model for each response variable. Because
over-dispersion was detected in each global model (P ⬍ 0.15), the smallsample quasi-likelihood information criterion (QAICc) was used (68). All models were fit using SAS/Insight 9.1. Information criteria were calculated by hand.
Akaike weights were summed across all models in each set to quantitatively
compare the relative importance of the light, water, and nitrogen Ellenberg
indicator variables.

Data Collection. We examined the 243 plant species from Mitchell and Power
(26), for which we were able to obtain data on geographic range size, CSR
strategy, and light, water, and nitrogen Ellenberg indicator values. In each
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